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Do you one day envision yourself playing no-limit holdâ€™em for a living? Or do you hope to turn

your poker hobby into a lucrative side income? If you do, Small Stakes No-Limit Hold'em is written

for you. It arms you with the most important concepts and insights to make your dream a reality. It

shows you how a pro crafts a strategy and then adjusts to maintain an edge over the competition.

And it doesn't hold back.The fifth title from best-selling poker author Ed Miller, Small Stakes

No-Limit Hold'em is his most in-depth book to date. It is a step-by-step, example-driven guide to

becoming a consistent winner in small stakes no-limit hold'em games.
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This book is the type of book you want to read if you are lacking in short-handed prowess or you fail

to recognize what is wrong in your game plan. The most useful section I found on this book was

how to play the blind and cutoff vs tight and loose players. I will not spoil the books' contents, but



the strategy is overall to play very aggressive when you reach the final 6 players of any given cash

game or especially tournaments. Although this book was designed to help cash game players, the

techniques can be carried over to tournaments where you need to steal blinds to help maintain your

stack and survive. One of the key factors is stealing and fold equity which is covered quite

extensively throughout the book. After reading this book I won a few tournaments on Full Tilt for play

money because they have not legalized the site in the United States as of November 2015. I do

hope they truly legalize Stars and Tilt so we can begin stealing pots and raking in the money again.

I am still an intermediate player at best. I started with Harrington's books and I found them

immensely useful, but the same information can be found in many other places. This book held my

attention from the beginning to the end. The authors made their points clearly and concisely - over

and over they made complex topics easy to understand. Each topic built on the previous topics. I

would suggest you spread out your reading and mix it with o lot of playing to help cement your

understanding along the way, but you will still gain a lot if you read it cover to cover. This book is

definitely on my retread list.

I cannot believe it took me this long to read this book. Probably because I was focusing more on live

poker for a while but now that online poker came back in NJ I picked up this book. Let me just say

that this book is phenomenal. This is a hidden gem from most poker players eyes. It has already

begun to transform my game. This book is filled with some of the best knowledge that you will find

anywhere on what it truly takes to be a great player. Ed Miller is the man and without his books I

would probably still be an average player. The main reason is I thought about the game completely

wrong. Ed Miller will get you thinking about the game right.

I highlighted so many parts of this book I think I maxed out the settings on my Kindle. VERY good

material. Only drawback would be if you could not convert most of the 6 handed online advice to

your particular game. If you can do that and read between the lines, the value of this book may be

immeasurable in terms of MORE profit in the future. Buy it.

I thought I was a good, intelligent, deceptive player before I read this book.After reading this Ed

Miller book and three others written by him .... I now realize that I was a novice and ....NOW feel that

I am a very good intermediate player. He doesn't teach you any tricks....instead he teaches you how

to avoid being tricked and how to play good, solid, advanced, thinking poker. I read this book after



first reading Professional No-Limit Holdem Volume I by Ed Miller

The book is very well written and is a great way to learn some advanced concepts on NL holdem.

Especially the concept of stack to pot ratio is presented in a very extensive but easily

understandable manner. Overall, a great read for anybody serious about improving their NL skills.

Great

Always been a pretty consistent player but one day I decided to see if there were any strategies I

might have been missing from my game. Decided on this book based on reviews and the way he

describes certain situations def helped add a few more weapons to my arsenal. Great read!
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